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㆑ 60.3%㸧ࠖ㸪ࠕ㉎㈙㸦ᙳ㡪ព㆑ 53.8%㸧ࠖ ࡛࠶ࡿ㸦⥲ົ┬㸪2011㸧㸬ఇ᪥࡟ࡣ㸪ࠕࣃࢯࢥ
ࣥ㸦ࢤ࣮࣒ࠊ㊃࿡ࠊ㏻ಙ࡞࡝㸧ࠖ ࢆ⾜࠸㸪ࢩࣙࢵࣆࣥࢢࡸ㖟⾜ࡢ฼⏝ࡶᗙ఩ࡢࡲࡲ⾜࠺
⪅ࡀቑຍഴྥ࡟࠶ࡿ㸦⥲ົ┬㸪2011㸧㸬௙஦㠃࡛ࡶᗙ఩ࢆ⥔ᣢࡍࡿ⪅ࡢ๭ྜࡣቑ࠼㸪ࢥ






2013 ᖺ࡟Ⓨ⾲ࡉࢀࡓᖹᡂ 23 ᖺᗘࠕᅜẸ೺ᗣ࣭ᰤ㣴ㄪᰝࠖ࡟ࡼࡿ࡜ࠊࢃࡀᅜ࡟࠾ࡅ
























ࡿ࡜ሗ࿌ࡉࢀ㸦Kruk, 2007; Wolin, Yan, Colditz, & Lee, 2009㸧㸪ᚰ⑌ᝈ࡛ࡣ㸪49㸣ప
ῶࡍࡿ㸦Kruk, 2007㸧ࡇ࡜ࡀሗ࿌ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬Ṛஸ⋡࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ㸪᪥ᖖ⏕άάື࡛ 36㸣㸪














㌟యάື䠋ᗙ఩ ⑌⑓Ⓨ⑕⋡䞉Ṛஸ⋡ ⤖ᯝ ◊✲⪅
Ḣ⡿
㌟యάື






䝺䝆䝱䞊䝍䜲䝮㌟యάື ᚰ⑌ᝈ 㻞㻜䡚㻟㻜䠂పୗ 㻸㼕㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻞
Ṛஸ⋡ 㻞㻢㻑ῶᑡ 㻿㼍㼙㼕㼠㼦㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻝
⫋ᴗୖ䛾୰➼ᗘ䛾㌟యάື㔞 ᚰ⑌ᝈ 㻝㻜䡚㻞㻜䠂పୗ 㻸㼕㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻞
௙஦㛵㐃㌟యάື Ṛஸ⋡ 㻝㻣㻑ῶᑡ 㻿㼍㼙㼕㼠㼦㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻝
᪥ᖖ⏕άάື Ṛஸ⋡ 㻟㻢㻑ῶᑡ 㻿㼍㼙㼕㼠㼦㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻝
ᗙ఩᫬㛫
㛗᫬㛫䛾ᗙ఩ ኱⭠䛜䜣 㻞ಸ 㻮㼛㼥㼘㼚㼑㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻝㻝
Ṛஸ⋡ 䝺䝆䝱䞊䝍䜲䝮㌟యάື㔞䛸⊂❧䛧䛶㧗䛔 㻷㼍㼠㼦㼙㼍㼞㼦㼔㼘㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻜㻥




㏻໅᫬㛫䛻䛚䛡䜛Ṍ⾜᫬㛫 ᚰ⑌ᝈ 㻝㻜ศ௨ୗ䜢ᇶ‽䛸䛧䛶䠖䡚㻞㻜ศ䠖㻝㻞䠂䠈䠎䠍ศ௨ୖ䠖㻞㻥䠂పୗ 㻴㼍㼥㼍㼟㼔㼕㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻝㻥㻥㻥
㻝᪥䛾Ṍ⾜᫬㛫 ᚰ⑌ᝈ 㻟㻜ศ䜢ᇶ‽䛸䛧䛶䠖䡚㻟㻜ศ䠖㻞㻢䠂ῶᑡ䠈䡚㻝᫬㛫ᮍ‶䠖㻟㻣䠂ῶᑡ䠈㻝᫬㛫௨ୖ䠖㻟㻤䠂ῶᑡ 㔝⏣௚㻚㻌㻞㻜㻜㻡
㻝㐌㛫䛾䝺䝆䝱䞊䝍䜲䝮㌟యάື ᚰ⑌ᝈ 䜋䛸䜣䛹䝊䝻䜢ᇶ‽䛸䛧䛶䠖䡚䠎᫬㛫䠖㻣䠂ῶᑡ䠈䡚㻠᫬㛫䠖㻝㻤䠂ῶᑡ䠈㻡᫬㛫௨ୖ䠖㻟㻣䠂ῶᑡ 㔝⏣௚㻚㻌㻞㻜㻜㻡
඲㌟యάື ⤖⭠䛜䜣 㻼㻭᭱ᑠ⩌䜢ᇶ‽䛸䛧䛶䠖᭱኱⩌䠖⏨ᛶ㻠㻞䠂䠈ዪᛶ㻝㻤䠂పୗ 㻵㼚㼛㼡㼑㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻌㻞㻜㻜㻣


















ࢃࡀᅜ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᖹᡂ 23 ᖺࡢṚஸᩘ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ๭ྜ㸦Ṛஸᩘ㸧ࢆṚᅉ㡰఩ู࡟ࡳࡿ࡜㸪 
1 ఩ࡣᝏᛶ᪂⏕≀࡛ 28.5%㸦35 ୓ 7185 ே㸧㸪 2 ఩ࡣᚰ⑌ᝈ 15.5%㸦19 ୓ 4761 ே㸧㸪 





ቑຍഴྥ࡟࠶ࡿ㸬ᖹᡂ 19 ᖺࠕᅜẸ೺ᗣ࣭ᰤ㣴ㄪᰝ⤖ᯝࡢᴫせ 㸦ࠖཌ⏕ປാ┬㸪2008㸧
࡟ࡼࡿ࡜㸪40㹼74 ṓࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪࣓ࢱ࣎ࣜࢵࢡࢩࣥࢻ࣮࣒ࣟࢆᙉࡃ␲ࢃࢀࡿ⪅ࡢẚ⋡ࡣ㸪
⏨ᛶ 30.3㸣㸪ዪᛶ 11.0㸣࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ணഛ⩌࡜⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡿ⪅ࡢẚ⋡ࡣ㸪⏨ᛶ 25.9㸣㸪ዪᛶ
8.2㸣࡛࠶ࡾ㸪40㹼74ṓ⏨ᛶࡢ 2ே࡟ 1ே㸪ዪᛶࡢ 5 ே࡟ 1 ேࡀ㸪࣓ࢱ࣎ࣜࢵࢡࢩࣥ
ࢻ࣮࣒ࣟ㸦ෆ⮚⬡⫫⑕ೃ⩌㸧ࡲࡓࡣᙉࡃ␲ࢃࢀࡿ⪅࡛࠶ࡿ㸬≉࡟⏨ᛶ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ㸪ప
ᖺ㱋໬ࡢഴྥࡀ࠶ࡾ㸪30 ௦⏨ᛶ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ࣓ࢱ࣎ࣜࢵࢡ⑕ೃ⩌࠾ࡼࡧணഛ⩌ࡢ๭ྜࡣ㸪







ࡣ㸪37඙ 4202൨෇࡛࠶ࡾ㸪๓ᖺᗘࡢ 36඙ 67൨෇࡜ẚ㍑ࡋ࡚㸪1඙ 4135൨෇㸦3.9㸣㸧
ࡢቑຍ࡜࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ཌ⏕ປാ┬㸪2012b㸧㸬ே୍ཱྀேᙜࡓࡾࡢᅜẸ་⒪㈝ࡣ㸪29୓ 2200
෇࡛࠶ࡾ㸪๓ᖺᗘࡢ 28୓ 2400෇࡜ẚ㍑ࡋ࡚ 3.5㸣ቑຍࡋ㸪ᅜẸᡤᚓ㸦NI㸧࡟ᑐࡍࡿ
ẚ⋡ࡀ 10.71㸣㸦๓ᖺᗘ 10.51㸣㸧࡛࠶ࡿ㸬⤫ィࡀ㛤ጞࡉࢀࡓ᫛࿴ 29 ᖺ௨㝆㸪་⒪㈝
ࡣቑຍࡋ⥆ࡅ㸪㐣ཤ 20ᖺ࡛⣙ 1.7ಸቑຍࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦ཌ⏕ປാ┬㸪2012b㸧㸬 
୺യ⑓࡟ࡼࡿയ⑓ศ㢮ู࡟ࡳࡿ་⛉デ⒪་⒪㈝࡛ࡣ㸪ࠕᚠ⎔ჾ⣔ࡢ⑌ᝈ 㸦ࠖ5඙ 6601











2002ᖺ࡟೺ᗣ᪥ᮏ㸰㸯ࢆ୰᰾࡜ࡋࡓࠕ೺ᗣቑ㐍ἲࠖࡀᡂ❧ࡉࢀࡓ㸬ࠕ೺ᗣ᪥ᮏ 21  ࡛ࠖ
ࡣ㸪㌟యάື࣭㐠ື࡟㛵ࡋ࡚㸪ලయⓗ࡞ᩘ್┠ᶆࡀ❧࡚ࡽࢀ㸪┠ᶆ㐩ᡂࡢࡓࡵࡢලయ
ⓗ࡞ᣦ㔪࡜ࡋ࡚㸪ࠕ೺ᗣ࡙ࡃࡾࡢࡓࡵࡢ㐠ືᣦ㔪 2006㸦㏻⛠㸸࢚ࢡࢧࢧ࢖ࢬ࢞࢖ࢻ 
















































࡞࡝㸪᪥ᖖ⏕ά࡟࠾࠸࡚⮬ᕫ࡛㑅ᢥࡋࡓ㐠ື௨እࡢ㌟యάື㸦Dunn, Garcia, Marcus, 
Kampert, Kohl Ϫ, & Blair, 1998㸧࡛࠶ࡾ㸪≉ู࡟᫬㛫ࢆ๭ࡃࡇ࡜ࡸ⛣ືࡋ࡚⾜࠺ᚲ
せࡀ࡞࠸㸬࢚ࢡࢧࢧ࢖ࢬ࢞࢖ࢻ࡛ࡣ㸪ࡇࢀ࠿ࡽ㌟యάືࢆ㛤ጞࡋࡼ࠺࡜ࡍࡿ⪅࡟ᑐࡋ
࡚㸪⾜࠸ࡸࡍ࠸άື࡜ࡋ࡚ዡບࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬⾜ືⓗ㸪⏕⌮ⓗ࡜ࡶ࡟୍ᐃ᫬㛫㐃⥆ࡋ࡚⾜





ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡢᕪࡣ㸯᪥ᙜࡓࡾ 352±65 kcal ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬ࡇࡢᕪࡣ㸪వᬤ㸪⫋
ᴗάືୖ㸪ᐙ஦࡞࡝㸪᪥ᖖ⏕ά࡟࠾࠸࡚⮬ᕫ࡛㑅ᢥࡋࡓ㐠ື௨እࡢ㌟యάື࡛࠶ࡿ⏕
άάື࡟ࡼࡿᾘ㈝࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮㸸Non-Exercise Activity Thermogenesis 㸦௨ୗ NEAT㸧
࡟ࡼࡿ࡜࠸࠺㸬NEAT ࡟ࡣ㸪ጼໃࢆಖᣢࡍࡿࡓࡵࡢ࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࡶྵࡲࢀࡿࡀ㸪Ṍ⾜࡟
ࡼࡿ࡜ࡇࢁࡀ኱ࡁ࠸㸬 NEATࡣ㸪⫋ᴗ࡟ࡼࡿ㐪࠸ࡣ࠶ࡿࡀ㸪௙஦ᚋ⮬Ꮿ࡛㐣ࡈࡍ᫬㛫
ࢆ 6 ᫬㛫࡜ࡋ࡚㸪ࡑࡢ㛫ࡢ㐣ࡈࡋ᪉ḟ➨࡛㸪᭱኱࡛ 1,000kcal/᪥ࡢᾘ㈝࢚ࢿࣝࢠ࣮ࢆ
⏘ฟࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡶྍ⬟࡛࠶ࡿ࡜࠸࠺㸦Levin, 2007㸧㸬⏣୰㸦2008㸧ࡣ㸪30 ศ㛫ࡢ㏿Ṍࡢ
























































㌟ య ά ື Ᏻ㟼䛻䛧䛶䛔䜛≧ែ䜘䜚ከ䛟䛾䜶䝛䝹䜼䞊䜢ᾘ㈝䛩䜛඲䛶䛾ື䛝
㐠 ື యຊ䛾⥔ᣢ䞉ྥୖ䜢┠ⓗ䛸䛧䛶ィ⏬ⓗ䞉ពᅗⓗ䛻ᐇ᪋䛩䜛㌟యάື
⏕ ά ά ື 㐠ື௨እ䛾䜒䛾䜢䛔䛔䚸⫋ᴗάືୖ䛾䜒䛾䜢ྵ䜐㐠ື௨እ䛾㌟యάື


































ᩥ⊩ࡢ᳨⣴࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㸪ㅖእᅜࡢ◊✲ࢆ Pub med, Syco info, Web of Science࡟࠾࠸
࡚㸪୍᪉㸪ᅜෆࡢ◊✲࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ CiNii ࢆࢹ࣮ࢱ࣮࣋ࢫ࡜ࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡓ㸬እᅜ࠾ࡼࡧᅜ
ෆࡢ௓ධ◊✲ࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋ㸪ᮇ㛫ࡣ㸪2004ᖺ࠿ࡽ 2013ᖺ 5᭶ࡲ࡛ࡢ 10ᖺ㛫࡜ࡋࡓ㸬 
ㅖእᅜࡢᩥ⊩࡟ᑐࡍࡿ᳨⣴࣮࣡ࢻࡣ㸪physical activity, lifestyle modification, 
























ᆅ࣭୹࣭㮚ᒸ㸪2012㸧࠿ࡽ 7,479ྡ㸦Buis, Poulton, & Holleman, 2012㸧㸪௓ධᮇ㛫
ࡣ㸪2㐌㛫 㸦Skår, Sniehotta, Molloy, Prestwich, & Araújo-Soares, 2011㸧࠿ࡽ 2ᖺ
㸦Hansen, Grønbæk, Helge, Severin, Curtis, & Tolstrup, 2012㸧࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬ᑐ㇟ࡢタ







Eves, & Puig-Ribera, 2008㸧࣏ࢫࢱ࣮ࡢ࣓ࢵࢭ࣮ࢪࡢෆᐜ࡟ࡼࡿ฼⏝⪅⋡ࢆẚ㍑ࡋࡓ
௓ධ㸦Eves, Webb, Griffin, & Chambers, 2012; Webb, & Eves, 2007㸧㸪㝵ẁ฼⏝⪅ࡢ
≉ᚩࢆ♧ࡋࡓ◊✲㸦 Dolan, Weiss, Lewis, Pietrobelli, Heo, & Faith, 2013; 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ࡍࡿ ”㸪 “᫨ఇࡳ࡟Ṍࡃ ”࡞࡝ࡢ⏕άάືࢆỴᐃࡋ㸪᪉␎࡜ࡋ࡚⏝࠸ࡓ◊✲ࡶ࠶ࡿ
㸦Croteau, 2004㸧㸬ᑐ㇟⪅ࡀỴᐃࡋࡓ᪉␎ࡢ୰࠿ࡽ㸪ᑐ㇟⪅ࡀ㑅ࢇ࡛ẖ㐌⾜࠼ࡑ࠺࡞
⾜ືࢆ㑅ᢥࡋ࡚ᐇ⾜ࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡟ᣦ♧ࡋࡓ࡜ࡇࢁ㸪ཧຍ⪅ࡣ⣙ 1,500Ṍ/㐌ࡢṌᩘࢆቑຍ
ࡉࡏࡓ㸬ᑐ㇟⪅࡟ྜࡗࡓ࡜࠸࠺Ⅼ࡛ࡣ㸪Sternfeld, Block, Quesenberry, Block,  












ⴭ⪅ Ⓨ⾜ ⏕άάື䛾ලయⓗ䛺ෆᐜ ⌮ㄽ ᚰ⌮ኚᩘ
㻯㼞㼛㼠㼑㼍㼡 㻞㻜㻜㻠㼍㼎 ཧຍ⪅䛜Ỵᐃ䞉㑅ᢥ䛧䛯⏕άṌ⾜⾜ື䛾ዡບ 㼚㻚㼙㻚
ᮌෆ௚䠊 㻞㻜㻜㻢 ⏕άάື䛾㔜せᛶ䛾ㄝ᫂䞉⏕άάື䛾䝉䝹䝣䝰䝙䝍䝸䞁䜾 㻿㻯㼀 㻿㻱䠈ᜠᜨ䠈㈇ᢸ
㻳㼕㼘㼟㼛㼚㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘 㻞㻜㻜㻣 ◊✲⪅䛜ᥦ♧䛧䛯⏕άṌ⾜㼢㼟㐃⥆Ṍ⾜䛾ᐇ⾜ 㼚㻚㼙㻚
㻼㼍㼦㼛㼗㼕㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻣 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾ዡບ 㻿㻹䠈㼀㼀㻹
㻲㼍㼓㼔㼞㼕㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ◊✲⪅䛜ᥦ♧䛧䛯௙஦䛻௜㝶䛩䜛⾜ື䛾ዡບ 㼀㼀㻹
㻼㼡㼕㼓㻙㻾㼕㼎㼑㼞㼍㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ◊✲⪅䛜ᥦ♧䛧䛯⏕άṌ⾜㼢㼟㐃⥆Ṍ⾜䛾ᐇ⾜ 㼚㻚㼙㻚
㻻㼑㼚㼑㼙㼍㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾ዡບ 㻼㻭㻼㻹 ពᅗ䠈ែᗘ䠈㻿㻱
㻻㼜㼐㼑㼚㼍㼏㼗㼑㼞㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾ዡບ 㻿㻯㼀䠈㻳㻿䠈㼀㻿㻰䠈㻸㼀 㻿㻱䠈ᜠᜨ
㻷㼕㼚㼓㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾ዡບ 㻿㻯㼀㻘㻿㻾
㻯㼍㼞㼞㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻤 ௦᭰⾜ື䛾ዡບ 㼀㼀㻹䠈㻿㻯㼀
㻿㼠㼑㼞㼚㼒㼑㼘㼐㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻜㻥 ᑐ㇟⪅䛻䝔䜲䝷䞊䛧䛯⏕άṌ⾜᝟ሗ䛾ᥦ౪ 㼀㼀㻹㻘㻿㻯㼀㻘㼀㻼㻮㻘㻴㻮㻹
ᮌෆ௚䠊 㻞㻜㻜㻥 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾㔜せᛶ䛾ㄝ᫂䛸ዡບ 㻿㻯㼀 㻿㻱䠈ពᛮỴᐃ䝞䝷䞁䝇
㻰㼑㻌㻯㼛㼏㼗㼑㼞㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻝㻜 㝵ẁ฼⏝䛾ዡບ 㻱㻹 䝋䞊䝅䝱䝹䝃䝫䞊䝖
㻶㼍㼏㼛㼎㼟㻌㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻝㻜 ⏕άṌ⾜䛾ዡບ 㼀㻼㻮㻘㼀㻿㻰 㻿㻱
㻭㼕㼠㼠㼍㼟㼍㼘㼛㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚 㻞㻜㻝㻞 㝵ẁ฼⏝䛾ዡບ 㻴㻭㻼㻭
ᩪ⸨௚ 㻞㻜㻝㻝 ◊✲⪅䛜ᥦ♧䛧䛯⏕άṌ⾜㼢㼟㐃⥆Ṍ⾜䛾ᐇ⾜ 㻿㻯㼀



















ࢺࣛࣥࢫࢭ࢜ࣞࢸ࢕࣭࢝ࣝࣔࢹࣝ㸦Transtheoretical Model㸸TTM㸧㸦Prochaska & 
DiClemente, 1983㸧㸪ィ⏬ⓗ⾜ື⌮ㄽ㸦Ajzen,1985㸧㸪⏕ែᏛࣔࢹࣝ㸦Sallis & Owen, 












࡟㛵㐃ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ♧၀ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦౛࡜ࡋ࡚㸪McAuley & Blissmer, 2000; Rovniak, 




ࢺࣛࣥࢫࢭ࢜ࣞࢸ࢕࣭࢝ࣝࣔࢹࣝ㸦Transtheoretical Model: ௨ୗ TTM ࡜␎ࡍ㸧
㸦Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983㸧ࡢ୰ᚰⓗᴫᛕࡣ㸪ࠕ⾜ືኚᐜࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿ㸬
⾜ືኚᐜࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ࡜ࡣ㸪ேࡢ⾜ືࡣ㸪⾜ື࡟ᑐࡍࡿᚰࡢ‽ഛᛶ࡟ࡼࡾ㸪๓⇍⪃ࢫࢸ࣮
ࢪ㸪⇍⪃ࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸪‽ഛࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸪ᐇ⾜ࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸪⥔ᣢࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ࡜࠸࠺ࢫࢸ࣮ࢪࢆ⛣
















& Owen,1999➉୰┘ヂ 2000㸧㸬 
⏕ែᏛࣔࢹࣝ 
⏕ែᏛࣔࢹࣝ㸦Sallis & Owen, 1997; Stokols, 1992㸧ࡣ㸪♫఍ࢩࢫࢸ࣒㸪≀⌮⎔ቃ㸪
බඹᨻ⟇࡞࡝ࡀ⾜ື࡟ᙳ㡪ࢆ୚࠼ࡿ࡜࠸࠺⪃࠼࡟ᇶ࡙ࡃ㸬௓ධ࡛ࡣ㸪ࡇࢀࡽ♫఍ࢩࢫ
ࢸ࣒㸪≀⌮ⓗ⎔ቃ㸪࠾ࡼࡧබඹᨻ⟇࡞࡝࡟ാࡁ࠿ࡅࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡾ㸪೺ᗣ⾜ືࢆಁ㐍ࡉ
ࡏࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᙉㄪࡍࡿ㸦Sallis & Owen,1999 ➉୰┘ヂ 2000㸹ୖᆅ㸪2006㸧㸬 
ࢯ࣮ࢩ࣐࣮ࣕࣝࢣࢸ࢕ࣥࢢ 
ᑐ㇟⪅ࡢࢽ࣮ࢬ㸪≉ᚩ㸪⪃࠼᪉ࢆ⪃៖ࡋ㸪ཷࡅධࢀࡸࡍࡉࢆ᭱኱㝈࡟ࡋ࡚㸪࢞࢖ࢻ











୰ᮧ㸪2006; R.A. Winett, Anderson, Wojcik, S.G. Winett, Moore, & Blake, 2011࡞࡝㸧
ࡶ࠶ࡿࡀ㸪ูࡢ⌮ㄽࢆ୍⥴࡟⏝࠸࡚࠸ࡿ◊✲㸦Opdenacker, Boen, Auweele, & 
Bourdeaudhuij, 2008; Marcus, Napolitano, King, Lewis, Whiteley, Albrecht, Parisi, 
Bock, Pinto, Sciamanna,  Jakicic, & Papandonatos, 2007࡞࡝㸧㸪TTM㸪ィ⏬ⓗ⾜ື
⌮ㄽࢆ⌮ㄽⓗ⫼ᬒ࡜ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ◊✲㸦De Cocker, De Bourdeaudhuij, & Cardon, 2011; 
35 
 









ࢪ࣓ࣥࢺᢏἲࠖ࡜ࡶ࿧ࡤࢀ㸦ୖᆅ, 2006㸧㸪⌧ᅾࡢ࡜ࡇࢁ㸪Michie, Ashford, Sniehotta, 
Dombrowski, Bishop, & French㸦2011㸧࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ 40࡟㞟⣙ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦⾲ 5-4-1㸧㸬
ࢃࡀᅜ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ㸪㊊㐩ࡀ 12㡯┠㸪ୖᆅࡣ㸪4㡯┠ࢆ࠸ࡎࢀࡶ௦⾲ⓗ࡞⾜ືኚᐜᢏἲ
࡜ࡋ࡚⤂௓ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬⾜ືኚᐜᢏἲࡣ㸪⏕άάື௓ධࡢ㝿࡟㌟యάືࢆቑᙉࡉࡏࡿࡓ
ࡵ࡟᭷ຠ࡞᪉␎࡜ࡋ࡚ሗ࿌ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸦Dishman & Buckworth, 1996; Kraft, Botelho, 
Webb, Joseph, Yardley, & Michie, 2010㸧㸬⏕άάື௓ධ࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪ᑐ㇟⪅ࡣ⾜ືኚᐜ
ᢏἲࢆᏛࡧ㸪⮬ࡽᢏἲࢆ౑࠸㸪᪥ᖖ⏕άሙ㠃࡟࠾࠸࡚⮬ᕫࡢ⿢㔞࡟ࡼࡗ࡚㌟యάື㔞
ࢆቑຍࡉࡏࡿ㸬 




























































⾜ືィ⏬㸦Handley, MacGregor, Schillinger, Sharifi, Wong, & Bodenheimer, 2006; 
MacGregor, Wong, Sharifi, Handley, & Bodenheimer, 2005; MacGregor, Handley, 















Ṍᩘィࡢ౑⏝ࡀ 44.3㸣㸪⾜ືィ⏬ࡀ 34.3㸣㸪ࣂࣜ࢔ඞ᭹ἲࡀ 31.4㸣㸪ࢯ࣮ࢩࣕࣝࢧ࣏



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Heesch, Cipriani, & Qualls, 2007㸧㸪ᩘᅇ࡟Ώࡿࣇ࢕࣮ࢻࣂࢵࢡ㸦Spittaels, De 
Bourdeaudhuij, & Vandelanotte, 2007㸧࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪Prestwich, Perugini, & 
Hurling㸦2010㸧࡜ Skår  et al.㸦2011㸧ࡢ◊✲࡛ࡣ㸪⾜ືィ⏬࡜┠ᶆタᐃࡢຠᯝࢆ
ẚ㍑ࡋࡓ⤖ᯝ㸪ࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢຠᯝ࡟ᕪࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸬 
⾜ືኚᐜᢏἲࢆᢅࡗࡓࣞࣅ࣮࡛ࣗࡣ㸪Ṍᩘィ࡟ຍ࠼࡚㸪┠ᶆタᐃ㸪ࢭࣝࣇࣔࢽࢱࣜ
ࣥࢢࡀ㸪Ṍᩘࡢቑᙉ࡟㘽࡜࡞ࡿ᪉␎࡛࠶ࡿ㸦Bravata et al., 2007㸧࡜♧ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ◊
✲ࡶ࠶ࢀࡤ㸪⾜ືィ⏬ࡀ᭷ຠ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ♧၀ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ◊✲ࡶ࠶ࡿ㸦William, 




















㸦Kreuter, Farrell, Olevich, , & Brennan, 1999㸧ᐇ᪋ࡍࡿ㸬  
ඛ⾜◊✲࡟࠾࠸࡚ࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ໬࢔ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ௓ධ 
ࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ໬࢔ࣉ࣮ࣟࢳࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ௓ධࡣ㸪70 ◊✲୰ 51 ◊✲࠶ࡾ㸪ࡑࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪ຠᯝࡀ
ㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓᑐ㇟ࡣ㸪᥎ዡ㌟యάື㔞࡜ࡢᕪ㸦Parekh, Vandelanotte, King, & 
Boyle, 2013㸧㸪⾜ືィ⏬࡟ᑐࡍࡿࣇ࢕࣮ࢻࣂࢵࢡ㸦Winett et al, 2011㸧㸪⤖ᯝணᮇ࡟ᑐ
ࡍࡿࣇ࢕࣮ࢻࣂࢵࢡ㸪㸦William et al, 2011㸧㸪ࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸦Spittaels et al, 2007㸧ࡢ 4







✲ࡀከᩘ࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬⏕άṌ⾜᪉␎ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ Sternfeld et al. 㸦2009㸧ࡣ㸪㌟యάືࡢ
ᐇ㊶≧ἣ,⏕άࡢไ⣙㸪ࣂࣜ࢔࡞࡝ᐇ㝿ࡢ⏕ά࡟༶ࡋ࡚࣓ࢵࢭ࣮ࢪࢆࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ໬ࡋ㸪ࡑ
ࢀࡀᡂຌࡢ㘽࡛࠶ࡿ࡜♧၀ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬ࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ໬ࡢᇶ‽࡜࡞ࡿኚᩘࡢᩘ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪




ࡓぢゎࡣ࡞࠸ࡀ㸪⏕άάື࡜࠸࠺ほⅬ࠿ࡽ㸪Sternfeld et al. 㸦2009㸧ࡀ⾜ࡗࡓ⏕ά≧
ἣࢆᇶ‽࡜ࡋ࡚ࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ໬ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡣ㸪⏕άάືࡢቑᙉࡢࡓࡵ࡟௒ᚋᚲせ࡛࠶ࡿྍ⬟














௓ධ᪉ἲࡢ┦㐪Ⅼࢆඛ⾜◊✲㸦⛅ᒣ௚ , 2007; Bray, Beauchamp, Latimer, Hoar, 
Shields, & Bruner, 2011; Dunn et al, 1998; ᅜ᯶࣭㊊㐩, 2000; Marcus, Owen, 
Forsyth, Cavill, & Fridinger, 1998;  Marcus, 2000; ᒣὠ௚, 2005㸧ࢆཧ⪃࡟ࡋ࡚ᩪ





















ᣦᑟᙧែ 㐠ືᩍᐊᆺᣦᑟ ಶู㠃ㄯᆺᣦᑟ ㏻ಙᆺᣦᑟ㻝 ㏻ಙᆺᣦᑟ㻞 䜻䝱䞁䝨䞊䞁
ᑐ㇟ 㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㞟ᅋ 㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌ಶே 㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㞟ᅋ 㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㞟ᅋ 㞟ᅋ
௓ධᙧᘧ 㼒㼍㼏㼑㻙㼠㼛㻙㼒㼍㼏㼑 㼒㼍㼏㼑㻙㼠㼛㻙㼒㼍㼏㼑 㼙㼑㼐㼕㼍㼠㼑㼐㻌 㼙㼑㼐㼕㼍㼠㼑㼐㻌 㼙㼑㼐㼕㼍㼠㼑㼐㻌
ᑐ㠃ᘧ ᑐ㠃ᘧ 㠀ᑐ㠃ᘧ䠇ᑐ㠃 㠀ᑐ㠃ᘧ 㠀ᑐ㠃ᘧ
┘どୗ ┘どୗ 㠀┘どୗ 㠀┘どୗ 㠀┘どୗ
௓ධタᐃ タᐃ タᐃ タᐃ 㠀タᐃ 㠀タᐃ
௓ධᐇ᪋ሙᡤ 㐠ື᪋タ 䜽䝸䝙䝑䜽 ᪥ᖖ⏕άሙ㠃 ᪥ᖖ⏕άሙ㠃 ᪥ᖖ⏕άሙ㠃
ಖ೺䝉䞁䝍䞊
















































 ௓ධ࡛౑ࢃࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㓄ಙ᪉ἲࡶᵝࠎ࡛࠶ࡿ㸦⾲ 5-1-1, ⾲ 5-1-2 㓄ಙ᪉ἲḍཧ↷㸧㸬















ᛶ㸦Cook, Billings, Hersch, Back, & Hendrickson, 2007㸧ࡸࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࣇ࢛ࣥ࡜࢙࢘ࣈ
ࡢẚ㍑࡟࠾ࡅࡿࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࣇ࢛ࣥࡢ᭷ຠᛶࡢሗ࿌࡛࠶ࡿ㸦 Kirwan, Duncan, 
Vandelanotte, & Mummery, 2012㸧㸬ࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࣇ࢛ࣥࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ௓ධ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᑐ㇟⪅ࡢᖹ
ᆒᖺ㱋ࡣ 40.1ṓ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀ㸪ࢫ࣐࣮ࢺࣇ࢛ࣥࡢṌᩘグ㘓ࡢ౑⏝㢖ᗘࡀ㧗ࡃ㸪ࡑࢀࡀຠ
ᯝࡢせᅉ࡛࠶ࡿ࡜⪃ᐹࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ㸬㠃ㄯ㸪࢙࢘ࣈ㸪࠾ࡼࡧᩍᐊ࢚ࢡࢧࢧ࢖ࢬࢆẚ㍑ࡋ㸪












㸦International Physical activity Questioner㸦: ௨ୗ IPAQ࡜⛠ࡍ㸧ࡢ௚㸪7᪥㛫ᅇ
᝿ἲ㸪Godin weekly leisure time exercise ࡞࡝ࡀᏑᅾࡍࡿ㸬 IPAQࡣ㸪WHOࡢ࣮࣡
࢟ࣥࢢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡀ㛤Ⓨࡋࡓ඲ୡ⏺ⓗ࡟⤫୍ࡉࢀࡓᇶ‽࡛࠶ࡾ㸪㌟యάື㔞ࢆホ౯ࡍࡿ
㉁ၥ⣬࡛࠶ࡿ㸬㉁ၥᩘࡢከ࠸ࣟࣥࢢࣂ࣮ࢪࣙࣥ࡜ᑡ࡞࠸ࢩ࣮ࣙࢺࣂ࣮ࢪࣙࣥࡀ࠶ࡿ㸬

















㻿㼠㼍㼚㼐㼍㼞㼕㼦㼑㼐㻌㼍㼏㼠㼕㼢㼕㼠㼥㻌㼕㼚㼢㼑㼚㼠㼛㼞㼥㻌㼒㼛㼞㼙㼍㼠 㐣ཤ㻞㐌㛫 ㌟యάື䜢⾜䛳䛯ᅇᩘ䛸᫬㛫䜢ᅇ⟅䛩䜛䠊 㻴㼛㼜㼗㼕㼚㼟㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚䠄㻝㻥㻥㻝䠅
㻳㼛㼐㼕㼚㻌㼣㼑㼑㼗㼘㼥㻌㼘㼑㼕㼟㼡㼞㼑㻌㼠㼕㼙㼑㻌㼑㼤㼑㼞㼏㼕㼟㼑 㐣ཤ䠍㐌㛫 ㌟యάື䜢㧗ᙉᗘ䠈୰➼ᗘ䠈పᗘ䛾䠏ᙉᗘ䛻ศ䛡䠈䛭䜜䛮䜜㻝㻡ศ௨ୖ⾜䛳䛯ᅇᩘ䜢ホ౯䛩䜛䠊䚷䠏௳ἲ 㻳㼛㼐㼕㼚㻌㻒㻌㻿㼔㼑㼜㼔㼍㼞㼐㻌㻔㻝㻥㻤㻡㻕




㌟యάືホ౯⾲ ᖹᆒⓗ䛺᪥ᖖ⏕ά 㐠ື䞉䝇䝫䞊䝒䠈᫬㛫䛾⟶⌮䠈᪥ᖖάືᛶ䛛䜙ᡂ䜛㉁ၥ䛻ᅇ⟅䛩䜛䠊 ᾛ஭௚䠊䠄㻝㻥㻥㻣䠅
㻺㻼㻭䚷㻽㼡㼑㼟㼠㼕㼛㼚㼚㼍㼕㼞㼑 㐣ཤ䠍㐌㛫 వᬤ䠈⛣ື䛾Ṍ⾜ᅇᩘ㽢᫬㛫㻘⎔ቃ䜢ᅇ⟅䛩䜛䠊 㻳㼕㼘㼑㼟㻙㻯㼛㼞㼠㼕㻌㼑㼠㻌㼍㼘㻚㻔㻞㻜㻜㻢㻕




ࡼࡾᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸬Godin weekly leisure time exercise㸦Godin & Shephard, 1985㸧ࡣ㸪
ᙉᗘ㸪୰➼ᗘ㸪పᗘࡢάືࢆࡑࢀࡒࢀ 15ศ௨ୖ⾜ࡗࡓᅇᩘࢆᅇ⟅ࡍࡿ㸬㉁ၥ⣬ࡢከࡃ 
ࡣ㸪࡝ࡢᖺ㱋࡟ࡶᅇ⟅ྍ⬟࡞㉁ၥ⣬࡛࠶ࡿࡀ㸪Community  Health Activity Model  









㌟యάືࡢືᶵ࡙ࡅ࡟࡞ࡿ࡜ࡢホ౯ࡶ࠶ࡿ㸦Bravata, Smith-Spangler, Sundaram, 
Gienger, Lin, Lewis, Stave, Olkin, & Sirard, 2007; Giannakidou, Kambas, 





ࡓ㸬㉁ၥ⣬࡛ࡣ㸪IPAQ㸪Godin weekly leisure time exercise ࡢ㡰࡟ከࡃ౑ࢃࢀ࡚࠸
ࡓࡀ㸪୍ ␒ከࡃ㐺⏝ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ IPAQ࡛ࡶ㉁ၥ⣬ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ◊✲୰ࡢ 35㸣㸪Godin weekly 
































































ᮾி㒔 N༊࡟࠾࠸࡚ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓ࢛࣮࢘࢟ࣥࢢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢཧຍ⪅ 170 㸦ྡ⏨ᛶ 69ྡ㸸
ᖹᆒ 49.9ṓ㸪ዪᛶ 101ྡ㸸ᖹᆒ 48.8ṓ㸧࡟ᑐࡋ࡚㸪ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ⤊஢᫬࡟㉁ၥࡋࡓࠕࣉ
ࣟࢢ࣒ࣛᮇ㛫୰࡟Ṍᩘቑᙉࡢࡓࡵ࡟᪥ᖖ⏕άࡢ୰࡛ព㆑ࡋ࡚⾜ࡗࡓ⾜ື 㸦ࠖ⮬⏤グ㏙㸧㸪
࠾ࡼࡧ㸪ᩪ⸨࣭➉୰㸦2012㸧ࡢ◊✲࡛⏝࠸ࡓ⏕άṌ⾜ࢆཧ⪃࡟ࡋ࡚⾜ࡗࡓ㸬ᛂ⏝೺ᗣ
































⾜ື ᖹᆒ 㻿㻰 ຍ䛘䜛᮲௳
㻝 ほගᆅ䛻⾜䛟 㻠㻚㻠㻜 㻜㻚㻤㻥 ఇ᪥
㻞 ᐙ䛾࿘䜚䜢ᩓṌ䛩䜛 㻠㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻝㻜 ఇ᪥
㻟 ⫋ሙ䞉Ꮫᰯ䛷㝵ẁ䜢౑䛖 㻠㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜 ᭷⫋⪅
㻠 ௙஦୰䚸䝖䜲䝺䜔㞧⏝䛾䛯䜑䛻❧䛳䛶Ṍ䛟ᅇᩘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻠㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜 ᭷⫋⪅
㻡 ㏻໅᫬䛻㥐䛷㝵ẁ䜢౑䛖 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻜㻜 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻢 ௙஦୰䚸䠍᫬㛫䛻㻝ᅇ఩❧䛳䛶࿘㎶䜢䠎䚸㻟ศṌ䛟 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻜㻜 ᭷⫋⪅
㻣 㟁㌴䛷䛷䛛䛡䜛ሙྜ䚸஌᥮㥐䛷䜶䝺䝧䞊䝍䞊䜔䜶䝇䜹䝺䞊䝍䞊䛾௦䜟䜚䛻㝵ẁ䜢౑䛖 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻜㻚㻢㻣
㻤 ṑ☻䛝୰䛻㊊㋃䜏䜢⾜䛳䛯䜚䚸Ṍ䛟 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻜㻚㻣㻝
㻥 䜴䜲䞁䝗䞊䝅䝵䝑䝢䞁䜾䜢䛩䜛 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻜㻜 ఇ᪥
㻝㻜 ዲ䛝䛺䛚ᗑ䛻⾜䛟 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻟 ఇ᪥
㻝㻝 බᅬ䛻ฟ䛛䛡䛶Ṍ䛟 㻠㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻟 ఇ᪥
㻝㻞 ㏆䛔ሙᡤ䜈䛿䚸㌴䜔䝞䝇䛾௦䜟䜚䛻Ṍ䛔䛶⾜䛟 㻟㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜
㻝㻟 䛚ᗑ䛾୰䛷㝵ẁ䜢౑䛖 㻟㻚㻢㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻞
㻝㻠 䝔䝺䝡䛾㻯㻹୰䛻㊊㋃䜏䜢⾜䛳䛯䜚䚸Ṍ䛟 㻟㻚㻢㻜 㻜㻚㻤㻥
㻝㻡 ⨾⾡㤋䜔༤≀㤋䛻⾜䛟 㻟㻚㻢㻜 㻝㻚㻢㻣 ఇ᪥
㻝㻢 ᗑෆ䜢㝮䚻䜎䛷Ṍ䛟 㻟㻚㻠㻜 㻝㻚㻤㻞
㻝㻣 㟁㌴䛷㐲ฟ䜢䛩䜛 㻟㻚㻠㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻞 ఇ᪥
㻝㻤 ᗋ䛾ᤲ䛝䠄䛭䛖䛨䛝䞉䜋䛖䛝䠅ᤲ㝖䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻟㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻢㻠
㻝㻥 ᗋ䛾ᣔ䛝㻔䝰䝑䝥䞉䛮䛖䛝䜣䠅ᤲ㝖䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻟㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜
㻞㻜 ㏻໅᫬䛻೵␃ᡤ䚸䜎䛯䛿㥐䜂䛸䛴ศṌ䛟 㻟㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻤 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻞㻝 ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶㣗஦䜢㣗༟䛻㐠䜆 㻟㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻤㻣
㻞㻞 ᑡ䛧㐲䜎䜟䜚䛧䛶┠ⓗᆅ䜎䛷Ṍ䛟 㻟㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻤
㻞㻟 䜎䛸䜑㈙䛔䛿䛧䛺䛔䛷䚸䛣䜎䜑䛻䛚ᗑ䛻⾜䛟䜘䛖䛻䛩䜛 㻞㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻥
㻞㻠 ⮬㌿㌴䛾䛛䜟䜚䛻Ṍ䛔䛶㈙䛔≀䛻⾜䛟 㻞㻚㻣㻜 㻞㻚㻜㻤 ⮬㌿㌴฼⏝⪅
㻞㻡 ⫋ሙ䛾ᨵᮐཱྀ䛛䜙㐲䛔㌴୧䛻஌䜛 㻞㻚㻢㻜 㻝㻚㻤㻞 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻞㻢 ┠ⓗᆅ㻔䛚ᗑ䚸⫋ሙ䚸ฟඛ䛺䛹䠅䛛䜙㞳䜜䛯ሙᡤ䛻㌴䜢㥔㌴䛩䜛 㻞㻚㻡㻜 㻝㻚㻥㻝 ⮬ື㌴฼⏝⪅
㻞㻣 ௙஦䛾ᖐ䜚䛻䜴䜲䞁䝗䞊䝅䝵䝑䝢䞁䜾䜢䛩䜛䚷 㻞㻚㻠㻜 㻝㻚㻢㻣 ᭷⫋⪅
㻞㻤 ⮬ศ䛷㌴䜢Ὑ䛖㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻞㻚㻟㻜 㻜㻚㻥㻢 ⮬ື㌴ᡤ᭷⪅
㻞㻥 ㏻໅䜢ά⏝䛧䛶䚸஌䜚᥮䛘䜔䝍䞊䝭䝘䝹㥐䛾ᵓෆ䜢Ṍ䛟 㻞㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻢㻠 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻟㻜 䜺䞊䝕䝙䞁䜾䜔ⲡྲྀ䜚䚸ᗞᤲ㝖䜢⾜䛖㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻞㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜
㻟㻝 ㈙䛔䜒䛾䛻㐲䜎䜟䜚䛧䛶⾜䛟 㻞㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻢㻠
㻟㻞 ㌴䠄䝍䜽䝅䞊䜢ྵ䜐䠅䛷⛣ື䛩䜛⾜ື䜢㟁㌴䛷⛣ື䛩䜛䜘䛖䛻䛩䜛 㻞㻚㻞㻜 㻝㻚㻟㻜
㻟㻟 ㏻໅᫬䚸㐲ᅇ䜚䛧䛶㥐䛻⾜䛟 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻞㻞 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻟㻠 ⫋ሙ䛛䜙㐲䜑䛾ᨵᮐཱྀ䛛䜙ฟ䛶Ṍ䛟 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻞㻞 㟁㌴㏻໅⪅
㻟㻡 䛔䛴䜒䜘䜚㐲䛔䛚ᗑ䜈㈙䛔≀䛻⾜䛟 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻟
㻟㻢 䝯䞊䝹䜔㟁ヰ䜢౑䜟䛪䚸ྠ൉䛻䚸┤᥋఍䛳䛶♫ෆ㐃⤡䛩䜛 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻟 ᭷⫋⪅
㻟㻣 ❆ᣔ䛝䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻜㻜
㻟㻤 ⥅⥆䛧䛶㻝㻜ศ௨ୖṌ䛟ᶵ఍䜢స䜛 㻝㻚㻥㻜 㻜㻚㻥㻥
㻟㻥 䝁䝢䞊䛺䛹䛾⏝஦䛿୍ᅇ䛷῭䜎䛫䛪䛻䚸ఱᗘ䛛䛻ศ䛡䛶⾜䛖 㻝㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻥 ᭷⫋⪅
㻠㻜 Ὑ℆≀䜢ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶ᖸ䛩ሙᡤ䛻㐠䜆 㻝㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻥
㻠㻝 ᐙ䛾ᗯୗ䜢Ṍ䛟㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻝㻚㻤㻜 㻜㻚㻤㻠
㻠㻞 Ṍ䛔䛶ᅗ᭩㤋䛻⾜䛟 㻝㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻣㻥 ఇ᪥
㻠㻟 ⫋ሙ䛷ᖍ䛛䜙㞳䜜䛯䝖䜲䝺䛻⾜䛟 㻝㻚㻢㻜 㻜㻚㻤㻥 ᭷⫋⪅
㻠㻠 ㌴䛾䛛䜟䜚䛻Ṍ䛔䛶㈙䛔≀䛻⾜䛟 㻝㻚㻡㻜 㻜㻚㻡㻤 ⮬ື㌴฼⏝⪅
㻠㻡 ⫋ሙ䞉Ꮫᰯ䛛䜙㞳䜜䛯ሙᡤ䛻᫨㣗䜢㣗䜉䛻⾜䛟 㻝㻚㻠㻜 㻜㻚㻡㻡 ᭷⫋⪅
㻠㻢 䝂䝭䛰䛧䜢ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶⾜䛖 㻝㻚㻞㻜 㻜㻚㻠㻡





























































⾜ࡗࡓ㸬ᅉᏊศᯒࡢゎᯒ᪉ἲࡣ㸪Fuglestad, Jeffery, & Sherwood,㸦2012㸧ࡢ◊✲ࢆ
ཧ⪃࡜ࡋ㸪ಙ㢗ᛶࡢ᳨ウ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣ㸪ᮧୖ㸦2006㸧ࡢⴭ᭩࡟ᚑࡗࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪ᅉᏊᵓ㐀
ࡢጇᙜᛶࢆ᳨ドࡍࡿࡓࡵ㸪ᑠሷ㸦2008㸧ࡢゎᯒ᪉ἲ㸪㐺ྜᗘࡢᣦᶆࢆཧ⪃࡟ࡋ㸪ከẕ
㞟ᅋศᯒ࡟ࡼࡿ᳨ドⓗᅉᏊศᯒࢆ⾜ࡗࡓ㸬ࣔࢹࣝࡢ㐺ྜᗘࡢᣦᶆࡣ㸪Goodness of Fit 
index㸦GFI㸧㸪NFI㸦Normed Fit Index㸧㸪CFI㸦Comparative Fit Index㸧㸪࠾ࡼࡧ
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation㸦RMSEA㸧ࢆ౑⏝ࡋࡓ㸬ḟ࡟㸪ேཱྀ⤫ィ
Ꮫⓗᒓᛶ㸪㌟యάື࡟㛵㐃ࡍࡿᚰ⌮ⓗኚᩘࡢᕪ␗࡟ࡼࡿᅉᏊู⏕άάືᚓⅬࢆẚ㍑ࡍ
ࡿࡓࡵ࡟㸪ᛶู㸦⏨, ዪ㸧㸪ᖺ௦㸦20௦-30ṓ௦, 40௦-60ṓ௦㸧㸪፧ጻ≧ἣ㸦ᮍ፧, ᪤
፧㸧㸪ᒃఫᆅ༊㸦㤳㒔ᅪ, 㤳㒔ᅪ௨እ㸧㸪௙஦≧ἣ㸦᭷⫋, ↓⫋㸧㸪BMI㸦25ᮍ‶, 25௨
ୖ㸧㸪㌟యάືࡢࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸦๓ᮇ, ᚋᮇ㸧ࢆ⊂❧ኚᩘ࡜ࡋ㸪⏕άάືࡢᐇ⾜ྍ⬟ᛶᚓⅬ
ࢆᚑᒓኚᩘ࡜ࡋ࡚ t᳨ᐃࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓ㸬࡞࠾㸪➼ศᩓᛶࡀ௬ᐃࡉࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓሙྜࡣ㸪Welch
ἲࢆࡶࡗ࡚ゎᯒ⤖ᯝ࡜ࡋࡓ㸬⤫ィゎᯒ࡟ࡣ SPSS for Windows Ver. 17 ࠾ࡼࡧ㸪Amos 





ࡢࢆ㝖ࡁ㸪ྜィ 321ྡ㸦⏨ᛶ 126ྡ㸪ዪᛶ 195ྡ㸪ᖹᆒᖺ㱋 41.2±12.4ṓ㸧࠿ࡽᚓࡽ
ࢀࡓᅇ⟅ࢆศᯒᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࡓ㸦᭷ຠᅇ⟅⋡ 91.7㸣㸧㸬ዪᛶ 195 ྡ㸦61%㸧㸪ᖺ௦࡛ࡣ 40
ṓ௦ 100 㸦ྡ31%㸧㸪᪤፧⪅ 215 㸦ྡ67%㸧㸪ᒃఫᆅ࡛ࡣ㸪㤳㒔ᅪᅾఫ⪅ 210 㸦ྡ65㸣㸧㸪
᭷⫋⪅ 231ྡ㸦72㸣㸧㸪BMI25ᮍ‶ 247ྡ㸦77㸣㸧ࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓ㸬㌟యάືࡢࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ
ࡣ㸪๓ᮇࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸸㸦๓⇍⪃ 33 㸦ྡ19.9%㸧㸪⇍⪃ 39 㸦ྡ23.5%㸧㸪‽ഛ 47 㸦ྡ28.3%㸧㸧
ࡀከࡃ㸪ᚋᮇࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸸㸦ᐇ⾜ 47ྡ㸦28.3%㸧㸧࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬 
㸰㸧⏕άάື⾜ື࡟࠾ࡅࡿᅉᏊᵓ㐀࠾ࡼࡧಙ㢗ᛶ 


















































ᑡ䛧㐲䜎䜟䜚䛧䛶┠ⓗᆅ䜎䛷Ṍ䛟 㻚㻤㻥㻡 㻙㻚㻜㻡㻢 㻙㻚㻝㻡㻢
㈙䛔䜒䛾䛻㐲䜎䜟䜚䛧䛶⾜䛟 㻚㻣㻣㻤 㻚㻜㻜㻢 㻚㻜㻜㻢
䛔䛴䜒䜘䜚㐲䛔䛚ᗑ䜈㈙䛔≀䛻⾜䛟 㻚㻢㻥㻥 㻚㻝㻞㻡 㻙㻚㻜㻝㻥
㏆䛔ሙᡤ䜈䛿㌴䜔䝞䝇䛾௦䜟䜚䛻Ṍ䛔䛶⾜䛟 㻚㻢㻥㻝 㻚㻜㻞㻥 㻙㻚㻜㻢㻡
䛚ᗑ䛾୰䛷㝵ẁ䜢౑䛖 㻚㻢㻢㻞 㻙㻚㻜㻢㻢 㻚㻜㻟㻢
஌᥮㥐䛷䜶䝺䝧䞊䝍䞊䜔䜶䝇䜹䝺䞊䝍䞊䛾௦䜟䜚䛻㝵ẁ䜢฼⏝䛩䜛 㻚㻡㻣㻤 㻚㻜㻝㻞 㻚㻜㻞㻝
㌴䠄䝍䜽䝅䞊䜢ྵ䜐䠅䛷⛣ື䛩䜛⾜ື䜢㟁㌴䛷⛣ື䛩䜛 㻚㻡㻞㻠 㻚㻝㻢㻝 㻚㻜㻡㻜
ᗑෆ䜢㝮䚻䜎䛷Ṍ䛟 㻚㻡㻝㻟 㻚㻝㻣㻜 㻚㻜㻥㻞
䜎䛸䜑㈙䛔䛿䛧䛺䛔䛷䚸䛣䜎䜑䛻䛚ᗑ䛻⾜䛟䜘䛖䛻䛩䜛 㻚㻠㻡㻟 㻚㻜㻢㻟 㻚㻝㻡㻟
➨䊡ᅉᏊ䠖వᬤ⾜ື㻔α 㻩㻌 㻚㻤㻤㻝㻕
ఇ᪥䛻ほගᆅ䛻⾜䛟 㻙㻚㻝㻞㻝 㻚㻥㻝㻞 㻙㻚㻜㻥㻥
ఇ᪥䛻㟁㌴䛷㐲ฟ䜢䛩䜛 㻚㻜㻤㻥 㻚㻣㻠㻠 㻙㻚㻜㻝㻠
ఇ᪥䛻ዲ䛝䛺䛚ᗑ䛻⾜䛟 㻚㻜㻡㻣 㻚㻣㻞㻥 㻙㻚㻜㻞㻢
ఇ᪥䛻⨾⾡㤋䜔༤≀㤋䛻⾜䛟 㻙㻚㻜㻤㻣 㻚㻢㻥㻣 㻚㻜㻣㻜
ఇ᪥䛻බᅬ䛻ฟ䛛䛡䛶Ṍ䛟 㻚㻜㻢㻞 㻚㻢㻢㻢 㻚㻜㻜㻥
ఇ᪥䛻䜴䜲䞁䝗䞊䝅䝵䝑䝢䞁䜾䜢䛩䜛 㻚㻝㻢㻝 㻚㻢㻝㻣 㻙㻚㻜㻠㻟
ఇ᪥䛻Ṍ䛔䛶ᅗ᭩㤋䛻⾜䛟 㻚㻜㻣㻞 㻚㻡㻞㻤 㻚㻝㻝㻜
ఇ᪥䛻ᐙ䛾࿘䜚䜢ᩓṌ䛩䜛 㻚㻝㻥㻥 㻚㻠㻝㻝 㻚㻜㻡㻥
➨䊢ᅉᏊ䠖㢖ᅇቑ⾜ື㻔α 㻩㻌 㻚㻤㻡㻡㻕
❆ᣔ䛝䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻙㻚㻝㻞㻣 㻚㻜㻢㻠 㻚㻤㻞㻜
ᗋ䛾ᣔ䛝㻔䝰䝑䝥䞉䛮䛖䛝䜣䠅ᤲ㝖䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻙㻚㻝㻢㻟 㻚㻜㻤㻟 㻚㻣㻤㻣
ᗋ䛾ᤲ䛝䠄䛭䛖䛨䛝䞉䜋䛖䛝䠅ᤲ㝖䛾㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻙㻚㻝㻡㻣 㻚㻝㻜㻜 㻚㻣㻤㻟
Ὑ℆≀䜢ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶ᖸ䛩ሙᡤ䛻㐠䜆 㻚㻞㻣㻡 㻙㻚㻞㻞㻝 㻚㻢㻜㻡
ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶㣗஦䜢㣗༟䛻㐠䜆 㻚㻝㻟㻥 㻙㻚㻜㻤㻥 㻚㻡㻤㻝
䝂䝭䛰䛧䜢ᩘᅇ䛻ศ䛡䛶⾜䛖 㻚㻝㻢㻝 㻙㻚㻝㻜㻥 㻚㻡㻟㻣
䜺䞊䝕䝙䞁䜾䜔ⲡྲྀ䜚䚸ᗞᤲ㝖䜢䛩䜛㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻙㻚㻜㻠㻟 㻚㻜㻢㻡 㻚㻠㻥㻣
ᐙ䛾ᗯୗ䜢Ṍ䛟㢖ᗘ䜢ቑ䜔䛩 㻚㻞㻤㻠 㻚㻜㻝㻥 㻚㻠㻟㻣
⣼✚ᐤ୚⋡ 㻟㻞㻚㻤 㻠㻞㻚㻜 㻠㻤㻚㻜


















































㻲㻞㻙㻝ఇ᪥䛻ほගᆅ䛻⾜䛟䠈 㻲㻞㻙㻞ఇ᪥䛻㟁㌴䛷㐲ฟ䜢䛩䜛䠈 㻲㻞㻙㻟ఇ᪥䛻ዲ䛝䛺䛚ᗑ䛻⾜䛟䠈 㻲㻞㻙㻠ఇ᪥䛻⨾⾡㤋䜔༤≀㤋䛻⾜

















































p< .01㸧㸪㛵ᮾᅾఫ㸦t =-4.22, p< .01㸧㸪BMI25ᮍ‶㸦t =3.74, p < .01㸧㸪࠾ࡼࡧ㸪ᚋᮇ
ࢫࢸ࣮ࢪࡢ⪅㸦t =3.67, p < .04㸧ࡢᐇ⾜ྍ⬟ᛶࡀ᭷ព࡟㧗࠿ࡗࡓ㸦⾲ 7-2-3㸧㸬ࡲࡓ㸪
ఇ᪥⾜ືࡣ㸪20-30௦㸦t =2.62, p < .01㸧㸪ᮍ፧⪅㸦t =4.45, p < .01㸧㸪㛵ᮾᅾఫ⪅㸦t =-4.21, 
p < .00㸧㸪࠾ࡼࡧ BMI25ᮍ‶ࡢ⪅㸦t =2.50, p < .01㸧㸪㢖ᅇ⾜ືࡣ㸪ዪᛶ㸦t =-2.83, p 
< .01㸧㸪40-60௦㸦t =-2.10, p < .05㸧㸪᪤፧⪅㸦t =-2.38, p < .02㸧㸪࠾ࡼࡧ↓⫋⪅㸦t =-3.21, 




























㻺 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒
඲య
㻟㻞㻝 㻞㻚㻥㻞 㻜㻚㻥㻝 㻞㻚㻥㻠 㻜㻚㻥㻠 㻞㻚㻠㻡 㻜㻚㻤㻢
ᛶ
⏨ᛶ 㻝㻞㻢 㻞㻚㻤㻞 㻜㻚㻥㻣 㻞㻚㻥㻟 㻝㻚㻜㻡 㻞㻚㻞㻣 㻜㻚㻥㻞
ዪᛶ 㻝㻥㻡 㻞㻚㻥㻤 㻜㻚㻤㻣 㻞㻚㻥㻠 㻜㻚㻤㻢 㻞㻚㻡㻢 㻜㻚㻤㻝
ᖺ௦
㻞㻜㻙㻟㻜௦ 㻝㻠㻠 㻞㻚㻥㻢 㻜㻚㻥㻠 㻟㻚㻝㻞 㻜㻚㻥㻟 㻞㻚㻟㻞 㻜㻚㻤㻠
㻠㻜㻙㻢㻜௦ 㻝㻣㻣 㻞㻚㻤㻥 㻜㻚㻥㻜 㻞㻚㻤㻟 㻜㻚㻤㻥 㻞㻚㻡㻟 㻜㻚㻤㻟
፧ጻ≧ἣ
ᮍ፧ 㻝㻜㻢 㻟㻚㻝㻤 㻜㻚㻥㻡 㻟㻚㻞㻢 㻜㻚㻤㻤 㻞㻚㻞㻥 㻜㻚㻤㻝
᪤፧ 㻞㻝㻡 㻞㻚㻣㻥 㻜㻚㻤㻢 㻞㻚㻣㻤 㻜㻚㻥㻞 㻞㻚㻡㻟 㻜㻚㻤㻤
ᒃఫᆅ
㤳㒔ᅪ 㻝㻝㻝 㻞㻚㻢㻠 㻜㻚㻣㻥 㻞㻚㻢㻡 㻜㻚㻤㻢 㻞㻚㻠㻣 㻜㻚㻥㻝
ᆅ᪉ 㻞㻝㻜 㻟㻚㻜㻢 㻜㻚㻥㻠 㻟㻚㻝㻜 㻜㻚㻥㻠 㻞㻚㻠㻠 㻜㻚㻤㻟
௙஦≧ἣ
᭷⫋ 㻞㻟㻝 㻞㻚㻤㻢 㻜㻚㻥㻠 㻞㻚㻥㻤 㻜㻚㻥㻡 㻞㻚㻟㻢 㻜㻚㻥㻜 㻖㻖
↓⫋ 㻥㻜 㻟㻚㻜㻢 㻜㻚㻤㻜 㻞㻚㻤㻠 㻜㻚㻥㻝 㻞㻚㻢㻣 㻜㻚㻣㻝
㻮㻹㻵
㻞㻡ᮍ‶ 㻞㻠㻣 㻟㻚㻜㻝 㻜㻚㻤㻥 㻟㻚㻜㻞 㻜㻚㻥㻟 㻞㻚㻠㻣 㻜㻚㻤㻠
㻞㻡௨ୖ 㻡㻥 㻞㻚㻡㻟 㻜㻚㻥㻟 㻞㻚㻢㻤 㻜㻚㻥㻢 㻞㻚㻟㻠 㻝㻚㻜㻝
㌟యάື䛾䝇䝔䞊䝆
๓ᮇ 㻞㻠㻡 㻞㻚㻤㻢 㻜㻚㻥㻝 㻞㻚㻥㻟 㻜㻚㻥㻟 㻞㻚㻠㻣 㻜㻚㻤㻥


























































ࡿ 20௦࠿ࡽ 60ṓ௦ࡢᡂே 350ྡࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪᭷⫋⪅ 210ྡࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࡓ㸬࡞࠾㸪௙஦࡟
௜㝶ࡍࡿ⏕άṌ⾜⾜ືࡣ㸪ᇶᮏⓗ࡟ࢹࢫࢡ࣮࣡ࢡᚑ஦⪅ࡀᑐ㇟ࡢ㉁ၥ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪
ゎᯒᑐ㇟ࢆࢹࢫࢡ࣮࣡ࢡᚑ஦⪅ 65 ྡ࡜ࡋࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪㏻໅࡟௜㝶ࡍࡿ⏕άṌ⾜⾜ືࡣ㸪





















ࡀ௬ᐃࡉࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓሙྜࡣ㸪Welchἲࢆࡶࡗ࡚ゎᯒ⤖ᯝ࡜ࡋࡓ㸬⤫ィゎᯒ࡟ࡣ SPSS for 




࠸ࡿ㸬ㄪᰝᑐ㇟⪅ 210ྡ㸦⏨ᛶ 110ྡ㸪ዪᛶ 100ྡ㸪ᖹᆒᖺ㱋 38.5±11.9ṓ㸧࠿ࡽᚓ




159 ྡ㸦75.71㸣㸧㸪❧఩࡛ࡢ௙஦ 144 ྡ㸦68.57㸣㸧㸪㌴㏻໅⪅ 113 ྡ㸦53.81㸣㸧㸪8
᫬㛫㸯ศ௨ୖࡢປാ⪅ 161 ྡ㸦76.67㸣㸧ࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓ㸬࡞࠾㸪㌟యάືࡢࢫࢸ࣮ࢪࡣ㸪
๓ᮇࢫࢸ࣮ࢪ㸸๓⇍⪃ 51ྡ㸦24.29%㸧㸪⇍⪃ 43ྡ㸦20.48%㸧㸪‽ഛ 77ྡ㸦36.67%㸧㸪





ᩘࢆቑࡸࡍ㸪࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪ࠕዪᛶ 㸦ࠖt=-2.02, p< .05㸧㸪ࠕ20-30ṓ௦ 㸦ࠖt=2.01, p< .05㸧㸪ࠕປ
ാ᫬㛫 8᫬㛫௨ෆࡢ⪅ 㸦ࠖt=2.06, p< .05㸧ࡢᐇ⾜ྍ⬟ᛶࡀ᭷ព࡟㧗࠿ࡗࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪ࠕ࣓
࣮ࣝࡸ㟁ヰࢆ౑ࢃࡎ┤᥋఍ࡗ࡚♫ෆ㐃⤡ࡍࡿࠖ ,  ࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ㸪๓ᮇࢫࢸ࣮ࢪࡢ⪅
㸦t=2.73, p< .01㸧 ࡢᐇ⾜ྍ⬟ᛶࡀ᭷ព࡟㧗࠿ࡗࡓ㸬࡞࠾㸪௙஦࡟௜㝶ࡍࡿ⾜ືࡢᐇ
⾜ྍ⬟ᛶᚓⅬࡣ㸪ࠕ⫋ሙ࣭Ꮫᰯ࡛㝵ẁࢆ౑࠺ 㸪ࠖࠕࢺ࢖ࣞࡸ㞧⏝ࡢࡓࡵ࡟❧ࡗ࡚Ṍࡃᅇᩘ



































































㻺 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒 ᖹᆒ್ 㻿㻰 㼠㻌್ 㼐㼒
඲య 㻢㻡 㻟㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻤 㻞㻚㻥㻣 㻝㻚㻞㻢 㻞㻚㻤㻟 㻝㻚㻞㻞
ᛶ
⏨ᛶ 㻠㻜 㻞㻚㻤㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻣 㻞㻚㻣㻜 㻝㻚㻞㻢 㻞㻚㻢㻟 㻝㻚㻝㻡
ዪᛶ 㻞㻡 㻟㻚㻟㻞 㻝㻚㻡㻣 㻟㻚㻠㻜 㻝㻚㻝㻡 㻟㻚㻝㻢 㻝㻚㻞㻤
ᖺ௦
㻞㻜㻙㻟㻜௦ 㻞㻝 㻟㻚㻤㻝 㻝㻚㻡㻜 㻟㻚㻠㻟 㻝㻚㻞㻥 㻟㻚㻝㻥 㻝㻚㻞㻥
㻠㻜㻙㻢㻜௦ 㻠㻟 㻞㻚㻢㻟 㻝㻚㻡㻜 㻞㻚㻣㻣 㻝㻚㻞㻝 㻞㻚㻣㻜 㻝㻚㻝㻡
ᒃఫᆅ
㤳㒔ᅪ 㻟㻤 㻞㻚㻣㻝 㻝㻚㻡㻥 㻞㻚㻣㻥 㻝㻚㻞㻟 㻞㻚㻢㻢 㻝㻚㻝㻥
ᆅ᪉ 㻞㻣 㻟㻚㻠㻝 㻝㻚㻡㻜 㻟㻚㻞㻞 㻝㻚㻞㻤 㻟㻚㻜㻣 㻝㻚㻞㻠
㻮㻹㻵
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௓ධᮇࡢṌᩘቑῶ⪅ẚ⋡ẚ㍑࡟ࡣ࢝࢖஧஌᳨ᐃࢆ⾜ࡗࡓ㸬඲࡚ࡢ⤫ィゎᯒ࡟ࡣ SPSS  




࡟ࡼࡿ㞳⬺࡟ࡼࡾ㸪⏕άṌ⾜⩌ 1ྡ㸪10ศ㛫Ṍ⾜⩌ 4ྡ㸪⤫ไ⩌ 1ྡࡢࢻࣟࢵࣉ࢔࢘
ࢺࡀ࠶ࡾ㸪᭱ᚋࡲ࡛⥅⥆ࡋࡓ 54ྡࢆㄪᰝᑐ㇟⪅࡜ࡋࡓ㸬ᖺ㱋㸪ᛶู㸪㌟యάື㔞࡟ࡘ






















䚷ዪᛶ㼍 㻠㻡㻚㻥㻡 㻡㻝㻚㻡㻞 㻢㻡㻚㻣㻥 㻚㻣㻝 㻚㻣㻜
ᖺ㱋㻔ṓ㻕 㻞㻜㻚㻝㻝㻔㻜㻚㻤㻤㻕 㻞㻜㻚㻠㻜㻔㻜㻚㻤㻟㻕 㻞㻜㻚㻤㻟㻔㻝㻚㻣㻡㻕 㻝㻚㻢㻢 㻚㻞㻜
䝧䞊䝇䝷䜲䞁㌟యάື㔞䠄㻹㻱㼀㻕
㻌ྜィ 㻟㻞㻚㻟㻥㻔㻞㻢㻚㻡㻢㻕 㻠㻝㻚㻤㻝㻔㻠㻜㻚㻠㻝㻕 㻠㻠㻚㻥㻜㻔㻠㻝㻚㻠㻢㻕 㻚㻤㻜 㻚㻠㻡
㻌⏕άάື 㻝㻣㻚㻢㻝㻔㻥㻚㻤㻠㻕 㻞㻟㻚㻜㻟㻔㻝㻥㻚㻠㻟㻕 㻞㻢㻚㻟㻡㻔㻝㻤㻚㻟㻤㻕 㻟㻚㻡㻞 㻚㻜㻠 㻖







































































































































































































41 ᅇ㸪1 ேᖹᆒ 2 ᅇ௨ୖᐇ⾜ࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪10 ศ㛫Ṍ⾜⩌࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪10 ศ㛫௨























⏕άṌ⾜⩌ 㻝㻠㻔㻣㻟㻚㻣㻕 㻡㻔㻞㻢㻚㻟㻕 㻝㻥㻔㻝㻜㻜㻚㻜㻕
䠄ㄪᩚ῭䜏ṧᕪ䠅 㻞㻚㻢 䠆䠆 㻙㻞㻚㻢 䠆䠆
㻝㻜ศṌ⾜⩌ 㻝㻜㻔㻢㻞㻚㻡㻕 㻢㻔㻟㻣㻚㻡㻕 㻝㻢㻔㻝㻜㻜㻚㻜㻕
䠄ㄪᩚ῭䜏ṧᕪ䠅 㻝㻚㻞 㻙㻝㻚㻞
⤫ไ⩌ 㻟㻔㻝㻡㻚㻤㻕 㻝㻢㻔㻤㻠㻚㻞㻕 㻝㻥㻔㻝㻜㻜㻚㻜㻕






































㼚㻩㻝㻥 㼚㻩㻝㻢 㼚㻩㻝㻥 㼚㻩㻡㻠
㻹䠄㻿㻰䠅 㻹䠄㻿㻰䠅 㻹䠄㻿㻰䠅 㻹䠄㻿㻰䠅
ᙺ䛻❧䛳䛯䝒䞊䝹
Ṍᩘィ 㻞㻚㻠㻞䠄㻜㻚㻡㻝䠅 㻞㻚㻠㻜䠄㻜㻚㻢㻟䠅 㻞㻚㻟㻟䠄㻜㻚㻢㻥䠅 㻞㻚㻟㻤䠄㻜㻚㻡㻥䠅
䝉䝹䝣䝰䝙䝍䝸䞁䜾 㻞㻚㻜㻡䠄㻜㻚㻤㻝䠅 㻝㻚㻡㻟䠄㻜㻚㻣㻠䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻤䠄㻜㻚㻣㻜䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻝䠄㻜㻚㻤㻝䠅
⥅⥆䛾䝁䝒䠄⾜ືኚ
ᐜ䝥䝻䝉䝇䠅 㻝㻚㻟㻝䠄㻜㻚㻣㻥䠅 㻜㻚㻤㻜䠄㻜㻚㻠㻞䠅 㻝㻚㻜㻣䠄㻜㻚㻠㻤䠅 㻝㻚㻝㻜䠄㻜㻚㻢㻟䠅
䜴䜷䞊䜻䞁䜾ຠᯝ 㻝㻚㻢㻝䠄㻜㻚㻢㻥䠅 㻝㻚㻝㻟䠄㻜㻚㻢㻠䠅 㻝㻚㻠㻟䠄㻜㻚㻢㻡䠅 㻝㻚㻠㻜䠄㻜㻚㻢㻤䠅
⩌ู᝟ሗ 㻝㻚㻣㻠䠄㻜㻚㻣㻤䠅 㻝㻚㻢㻢䠄㻜㻚㻤㻣䠅
䝥䝻䜾䝷䝮䛾Ⰻ䛛䛳䛯Ⅼ
ᴦ䛧䛥 㻞㻚㻜㻜䠄㻜㻚㻤㻤䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻜䠄㻝㻚㻝㻡䠅 㻝㻚㻡㻜䠄㻜㻚㻥㻞䠅 㻝㻚㻣㻣䠄㻜㻚㻥㻤䠅
▷䛥 㻝㻚㻤㻣䠄㻜㻚㻣㻠䠅 㻝㻚㻡㻜䠄㻜㻚㻢㻡䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻞䠄㻜㻚㻢㻟䠅 㻝㻚㻣㻟䠄㻜㻚㻣㻠䠅
⡆༢䛥 㻞㻚㻜㻡䠄㻜㻚㻢㻞䠅 㻝㻚㻢㻜䠄㻜㻚㻢㻞䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻥䠄㻜㻚㻣㻢䠅 㻝㻚㻤㻣䠄㻜㻚㻣㻞䠅
⏕άṌ⾜⩌ 㐃⥆Ṍ⾜⩌ ⤫ไ⩌ ᖹᆒⅬ
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࠿ࡗࡓ 2.00Ⅼ㸪 10ศ㛫Ṍ⾜⩌࡟࠾࠸࡚ࡣ㸪ᴦࡋ࠿ࡗࡓ 1.80Ⅼ㸪⡆༢ࡔࡗࡓ 1.60Ⅼ㸪






























௓ධ୰ࡢቑຍṌᩘࡣ㸪⣙ 1,200 Ṍ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ࠕ೺ᗣ᪥ᮏ 21࡛ࠖᐃࡵࡽࢀࡓࢃࡀᅜࡢṌᩘ
ቑຍ┠ᶆࡢ 2,000Ṍ࡟ࡣ⮳ࡽ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸬ࡑࡇ࡛ḟ❶࡛ࡣ㸪2,000Ṍቑࢆྍ⬟࡜ࡍࡿࡓࡵ
࡟㸪ᮏ❶࡛⏝࠸ࡓ⏕άṌ⾜⾜ືࡢᥦ౪࡟ຍ࠼㸪ࢭࣝࣇࣔࢽࢱࣜࣥࢢ㸪┠ᶆタᐃ㸪⾜ື







































































































ࡋ࡚┠ᶆṌᩘࢆ㐩ᡂ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺ព㆑ࡋ࡚Ṍ⾜ࢆ⾜࠺ࡇ࡜㸪ࢆᩍ♧ࡋࡓ㸬   










ᑦ㸪௓ධ࡛⏝࠸ࡓ⏕άṌ⾜᪉␎ࡢࣉࣜࣥࢺ㸦ᅗ 7-1-2㸧,  ᪉ἲࡢㄝ᫂㸦ᅗ 7-2-3㸧㸪
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ᕫ࡛グධࡍࡿࢭࣝࣇࣔࢽࢱࣜࣥࢢ⏝⣬ࡢṌᩘグ㘓࠿ࡽ㸪1 㐌㛫ࡈ࡜࡟ 1 ᪥ᖹᆒṌᩘࢆ
⟬ฟࡋ㸪࣮࣋ࢫࣛ࢖ࣥᮇṌᩘ㸪௓ධᮇṌᩘ㸪࠾ࡼࡧࣇ࢛࣮ࣟ࢔ࢵࣉᮇṌᩘ࡜ࡋࡓ㸬ࡲ
ࡓ㸪⾜ືィ⏬⩌㸪┠ᶆタᐃ⩌ࢆᑐ㇟࡟㸪タᐃࡋࡓ┠ᶆṌᩘ࡟ᑐࡍࡿ௓ධᮇṌᩘࡢ๭ྜ




















࠸᳨࡚ᐃࡋࡓ㸬┠ᶆṌᩘ㐩ᡂ⋡ࡢ 2⩌ẚ㍑ࡣ t᳨ᐃࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ㸬඲࡚ࡢ⤫ィゎᯒ࡟ࡣ SPSS 





ᑐ㇟⪅ࡢᒓᛶࢆ⾲ 7-1-1࡟♧ࡋࡓ㸬㛤ጞ᫬ࡢཧຍ⪅ࡣ 57 㸦ྡᖹᆒᖺ㱋 19.9±1.0 ṓ࣭



































඲య ⾜ືィ⏬⩌ ┠ᶆタᐃ⩌ ⤫ไ⩌
඲య 㼚㻩㻝㻣 㼚㻩㻝㻢 㼚㻩㻝㻣
ᖺ㱋 㻞㻜㻚㻜㼼㻝㻚㻜 㻞㻜㻚㻠㼼㻝㻚㻜 㻝㻥㻚㻢㼼㻜㻚㻥 㻝㻥㻚㻥㼼㻝㻚㻞 㻝㻚㻥㻠 㻞㻘㻠㻥 㻜㻚㻝㻢
ᛶ㼍 㻣㻞 㻣㻢 㻤㻤 㻡㻟 㻟㻚㻟㻥 㻞 㻜㻚㻝㻤
ᇶᮏṌᩘ 㻥㻤㻤㻥㼼㻞㻢㻣㻞 㻥㻣㻢㻠㼼㻞㻥㻢㻞 㻝㻜㻟㻝㻢㼼㻝㻢㻤㻣 㻥㻡㻢㻤㼼㻟㻞㻢㻥 㻜㻚㻢㻟 㻞㻘㻠㻥 㻜㻚㻡㻠
㻌㻌㻌㼍䜹䜲஧஌ 㼚㻚㼟㻚














































































































































㻹 㻿㻱 㻹 㻿㻱 㻹 㻿㻱 㼐㼒 㻲 㻼
ᚰ⌮ኚᩘ
䚷㐠ື䡺䢕䢈䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬ኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼍 㻜㻚㻢㻠 㻜㻚㻢㻠 㻜㻚㻣㻟 㻜㻚㻢㻢 㻙㻜㻚㻠㻞 㻜㻚㻢㻠 㻞 㻞㻚㻥㻜 㻚㻜㻣 䈂
㻌㻹㻦ᖹᆒ್䠈㻿㻰䠖ᶆ‽೫ᕪ 㻌㻌䈂㻼䠘㻌㻚㻝
㻌㼍㻚㻌䝧䞊䝇䝷䜲䞁㐠ື䝉䝹䝣䜶䝣䜱䜹䝅䞊㻌㻩㻣㻚㻤㻤䜢ඹኚ㔞䛸䛧䛯᥎ᐃ್







ࡶࡢ࡟⾜ࡃ 4 ྡ㸦24%㸧㸪ᐙࡢ࿘㎶ࢆᩓṌࡍࡿ 3 ྡ㸦18%㸧㸪ṑ☻ࡁࡸࢸࣞࣅࡢ CM ୰
࡟㊊㋃ࡳ㸪ࡲࡓࡣṌࡃ 2 ྡ㸦12%㸧㸪ࡦ࡜㥐Ṍࡃ 2 ྡ㸦12%㸧㸪㐲ᅇࡾࢆࡋ࡚┠ⓗᆅ࡟




































































































































































ᘍѣ Ўׅ ᡵׅ ෞᝲǫȭȪȸ
 ųųųųųЎ Ў MECN








































































































































































࢚ࣇ࢕࢝ࢩ࣮㸦r = 0.77, p < .01㸧㸪࠾ࡼࡧ⾜ືᐇ⾜⋡㸦r = 0.57, p < .05㸧࡜Ṍᩘኚ໬
㔞࡜࡟᭷ព࡞㛵㐃ᛶࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪㐠ືࢭࣝࣇ࣭࢚ࣇ࢕࢝ࢩ࣮࡜⾜ືᐇ⾜⋡࡜
࡟᭷ព࡞㛵㐃ᛶࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦r = 0.62, p < .05㸧㸬 
㸳㸧 ࢸ࢖࣮ࣛ⾜ືィ⏬⩌࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㑅ᢥࡋࡓ⾜ືィ⏬ࡢᐇ᪋⋡ 










㻹㻔㻿㻰㻕 㻹㻔㻿㻰㻕 㼠㻌㼛㼞㻌χ 䠎 䡌್
㼚㻩㻝㻢 㼚㻩㻝㻢
ᇶᮏᒓᛶ
ᖺ㱋䠄ṓ䠅 㻠㻜㻚㻥㻔㻢㻚㻢㻕 㻞㻢㻚㻥㻔㻞㻚㻝㻕 㻝㻚㻞㻝 㻚㻞㻠
ዪᛶ䠄䠂䠅 㻢㻤 㻡㻜 㻞㻚㻜㻤 㻚㻟㻡
㻮㻹㻵 㻞㻜㻚㻥㻔㻞㻚㻥㻕 㻞㻜㻚㻥㻔㻞㻚㻥㻕 㻚㻞㻣 㻚㻣㻥
































㻹 㻿㻱 㻹 㻿㻱
⏕άάື㔞
䚷Ṍᩘኚ໬㔞䠄Ṍ㻛᪥䠅㼍 㻝㻞㻡㻤 㻟㻣㻤 㻙㻥㻠 㻟㻣㻤 㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻢㻚㻝㻜 㻚㻜㻞 㻖
㻌㻹㻦ᖹᆒ್㻌㻿㻰䠖ᶆ‽೫ᕪ
㻌㼍㻚㻌䝧䞊䝇䝷䜲䞁㻠㻥㻚㻡㻥䜢ඹኚ㔞䛸䛧䛯᥎ᐃ್

















㻹 㻿㻱 㻹 㻿㻱
ᚰ⌮ኚᩘ
䚷㐠ື䡺䢕䢈䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬ኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼍 㻝㻚㻟㻟 㻜㻚㻠㻢 㻜㻚㻠㻞 㻜㻚㻠㻡 㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻚㻜㻝 㻚㻥㻠
䚷ᜠᜨኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼎 㻝㻚㻟㻥 㻝㻚㻟㻤 㻙㻜㻚㻥㻟 㻝㻚㻞㻢 㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻚㻤㻠 㻚㻟㻣
䚷㈇ᢸኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼏 㻙㻝㻚㻠㻢 㻝㻚㻤㻟 㻙㻜㻚㻜㻥 㻝㻚㻣㻝 㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻚㻡㻜 㻚㻤㻟























Ṍᩘ 䝇䝔䞊䝆 䡺䢕䢈䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬 ᜠᜨ ㈇ᢸ 䝞䝷䞁䝇 ⾜ື
Ṍᩘ
䝇䝔䞊䝆 -0.28
䡺䢕䢈䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬 0.77 ** -0.05
ᜠᜨ -0.12 0.18 -0.24
㈇ᢸ 0.09 0.15 -0.22 0.31
䝞䝷䞁䝇 -0.18 0.02 -0.01 0.55 * -0.62 *
⾜ື 0.57 * -0.16 0.62 * -0.36 0.19 -0.46





















































































































































































































































































































ᖺ㱋䠄ṓ䠅㼍 㻠㻜㻚㻜 㻟㻣㻚㻜 㻚㻡㻥 㻚㻡㻢
ዪᛶ㼎 㻡㻣 㻣㻝 㻝㻣㻚㻜㻜 㻚㻠㻝
ᇶᮏṌᩘ䠄Ṍ䠅㼍 㻝㻜㻥㻝㻤 㻥㻤㻝㻠 㻞㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻝㻚㻜㻜














㼍㻦ᩘ ್䛿୰ኸ್䠖㼁᳨ᐃ㼎㻦ᩘ ್䛿䠂䠖χ 㻌䠎᳨ᐃ 㼚㻚㼟㻚
㌟యάື䜢⾜䛔䛯䛔⌮⏤㼎
















㻹 㼀 㻹 㼀
⏕άάື㔞
䚷Ṍᩘኚ໬㔞䠄Ṍ㻛᪥䠅 㻝㻟㻣㻝 㻣㻡㻚㻜 㻙㻡㻟㻤 㻟㻜㻚㻜 㻞㻚㻜㻜 㻙㻞㻚㻤㻣 㻚㻜㻜 㻖㻖
㻌㻹㻦୰ኸ್㻘㻌㼀䠖㡰఩⥲࿴




















㻹 㼀 㻹 㼀
ᚰ⌮ኚᩘ
䚷㐠ື䡺䢕䢈䡰䢈䡤䡲䡸䡬ኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼍 㻟 㻡㻥㻚㻡 㻝 㻠㻡㻚㻡 㻝㻣㻚㻡㻜 㻙㻚㻥㻝 㻚㻟㻢
䚷ᜠᜨኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼎 㻙㻚㻟㻢 㻠㻤㻚㻜 㻚㻡㻢 㻡㻣㻚㻜 㻞㻜㻚㻜㻜 㻙㻚㻡㻤 㻚㻡㻣
䚷㈇ᢸኚ໬㔞䠄Ⅼ䠅㼏 㻚㻞㻣 㻡㻢㻚㻜 㻙㻚㻡㻜 㻠㻥㻚㻜 㻞㻝㻚㻜㻜 㻙㻚㻠㻡 㻚㻢㻡
䚷ពᛮỴᐃ䝞䝷䞁䝇ኚ໬㔞㻔Ⅼ䠅㼐 㻚㻥㻜 㻠㻟㻚㻜 㻝㻚㻡㻢 㻢㻞㻚㻜 㻝㻡㻚㻜㻜 㻙㻝㻚㻞㻝 㻚㻞㻟
㻌㻹㻦୰ኸ್㻘㻌㼀䠖㡰఩⥲࿴
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⏕άάື㔞ࡢቑຍࢆពᅗࡋ࡚༳ๅ፹య࡜⏝࠸ࡓ㏻ಙᆺ௓ධ᪉␎ࡢணഛⓗ᳨ウព㆑᪉
␎ࡢ㐪࠸࡟ࡼࡿຠᯝࡢ᳨ウ㸬᪥ᮏ೺ᗣᨭ᥼Ꮫ఍ㄅ㸦᪥ᮏ೺ᗣᨭ᥼Ꮫ఍㸧㸪ᕳྕ㸪
㡫
㸰㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪➉୰᫭஧⏕άάື㔞ࡢቑᙉࢆពᅗࡋ࡚㛤Ⓨࡋࡓࢥࣥࣆ࣮ࣗࢱ
ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ㏻ಙᆺ௓ධ᪉␎ࡢணഛⓗຠᯝ᳨ド⾜ືኚᐜᢏἲ࡜⏕άṌ⾜᪉␎ࢆ⏝࠸ࡓ࢘
࢛࣮࢟ࣥࢢࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢຠᯝࡢ᳨ウ㸬+HDOWKDQG%HKDYLRU6FLHQFHV㸦᪥ᮏ೺ᗣ⾜
ື⛉Ꮫ఍㸧ᕳྕ㡫 
㸱㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪➉୰᫭஧㟁㌴㏻໅⪅ࡢ⏕άάື㔞ቑᙉࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋࡓ㏻ಙᆺ௓
ධ᪉␎ࡢணഛⓗ᳨ウ㸬+HDOWKDQG%HKDYLRU6FLHQFHV㸦᪥ᮏ೺ᗣ⾜ື⛉Ꮫ఍㸧㸪ᕳ
ྕ㡫
㸲㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪➉୰᫭஧ࢱࣈࣞࢵࢺᆺᦠᖏ➃ᮎ࡛⾜࠺⾜ືィ⏬᪉␎ࡢ⏕άάື
㔞࡟࠾ࡅࡿຠᯝ᳨ド㸦ணഛⓗ᳨ド㸧㸬+HDOWKDQG%HKDYLRU6FLHQFHV㸦᪥ᮏ೺ᗣ⾜ື
⛉Ꮫ఍㸧㸪ᕳྕ㡫
㸳㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪➉୰᫭஧ࢥࣥࣆ࣮ࣗࢱ࡛⾜࠺⏕άάື㔞ቑᙉࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛࡢබඹ
ࡢሙ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᐇ⏝ᛶࡢ᳨ウ㸬་Ꮫ࡜⏕≀Ꮫ㸦⥴᪉་Ꮫ໬Ꮫ◊✲ᡤ㸧㸪ᕳྕ
㡫
㸴㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪ᓥᓮᓫྐ㸪‶▼ᑑ㸪➉୰᫭஧⏕άάື㔞ࡢቑᙉࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋࡓ㏻
ಙᆺ௓ධ࡟᭷ຠ࡞⾜ືኚᐜᢏἲࡢ᳨ウ㸬⾜ື⛉Ꮫ㸦᪥ᮏ⾜ື⛉ᏛᏛ఍㸧ᕳྕ㸪㸦༳
ๅ୰㸧
㸵㸬ᩪ⸨ࡵࡄࡳ㸪➉୰᫭஧ࢃࡀᅜࡢᡂேࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࡓ⏕άάືࡢᐇ⾜ྍ⬟ᛶ࡜
ಶேⓗኚᩘ࡜ࡢ㛵㐃㉁ၥ⣬ㄪᰝ࡟ࡼࡿᶓ᩿◊✲+HDOWKDQG%HKDYLRU6FLHQFHV㸦᪥
ᮏ೺ᗣ⾜ື⛉Ꮫ఍㸧㸪ᕳྕ㸪㸦༳ๅ୰㸧













 
 
 ㎡ㅰ
 
ࡾ࠶ࡀ᥼ᨭࡈ࡚ࡋࡑ㸪ຊ༠ࡈ㸪ᑟᣦࡈࡢࠎ᪉ࡢࡃከ㸪ࡾࡓ࠶࡟ࡿࡍ஢⤊ࢆᩥㄽኈ༤ᮏ
 㸬ࡍࡲࡋ⮴ㅰឤࡽ࠿ᚰ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ
㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸ࢆᑟᣦࡈࡢࡾవᖺ㸲ࡎࡅࡀ࠸ᛮ㸪ࡣ࡟⏕ඛ஧᫭୰➉ࡢᰝ୺㸪࡟≉
ࡓ࠸ࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࢀධࡅཷ࡟ᐊ✲◊ࢆ⚾࠸࡞ࡽ▱ࢆ⌮ᚰ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶࡟ᙜᮏ
࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶࡟ᙜᮏ㸪࡝࡞࡜ࡇࡓ࠸ࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡋບ⃭ဂྏ࡟᫬ࡓࡅ࠿ࡋᢡ᣸㸪୰㏵㸪࡜ࡇ
Ẽ࡟ࡕ࠺ࡿࡍ➗ㄯ࡜⏕ඛ㸪࡚᮶࡟ᐊ✲◊ࡶ࡚࠸࡛ࢇ㎸ࡕⴠ㸪ࡎ࠼ぢࡀඛ㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ
Ꮀ࡟ᙜᮏ㸪࡜ࡇࡓࢀࡽ࠼⤊ࡁ᭩ࢆᩥㄽኈ༤࡟஦↓㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡾ࠶ࡶᗘఱࡀ᪥ࡓࢀᬕࡀศ
 㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮࡃࡋ
ࡢ㝔⾡ᏛᏛ⛉㛫ேᏛ኱⏣✄᪩ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡅཷࡁᘬࢆᰝ๪㸪୰࠸ࡋᛁ࠾㸪ࡓࡲ
࡟⏕ඛḟ⚽ᮌ㕥㸬ࡍࡲࡆୖࡋ⏦ㅰឤࡽ࠿ᚰ㸪ࡣ࡟⏕ඛኵᬗᮌ㕥ࡧࡼ࠾㸪⏕ඛḟ⚽ᮌ㕥
㕥㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡾ࠶ࡶ᪥ࡔࢇࡈ࡞ࡀᚰ㸪ࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡅ࠿ࢆኌ࠾࡝࡞᫬࠺㐪ࢀࡍ࡛ୗᗯ㸪ࡣ
࡟ᙜᮏ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡉࡔࡃᑟᣦࡈࡾࡉࡔࡃ࡛ࢇㄞࢆᩥㄽ࡛ࡲࡿ⮳࡟⣽ヲ㸪ࡣ⏕ඛኵᬗᮌ
 㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶
࡜ࡋࡲບࡢࡃከ࡟ึᙜᏛධ㸪ࡣ࡟⏕ඛࡾ࠿ࡺሙ኱ࡢဨ✲◊ඖ࣭ᐊ✲◊Ꮫ⛉ᗣ೺⏝ᛂ
 㸬ࡍࡲࡆୖࡋ⏦ㅰឤ㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸ࢆᑟᣦࡈࡸࢫ࢖ࣂࢻ࢔ࡢ✲◊
ᓫᓮᓥ㸪࡟≉㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡲࡋ࡚ࡅ࠿ࢆヰୡ࠾࡞኱ከࡣ࡟ᵝⓙࡢᐊ✲◊Ꮫ⛉ᗣ೺⏝ᛂ
㸪ࡾࡉࡔࡃ࠸࠶ࡁࡘ࠾ࡎࡏ㢦࡞᎘ࡶ࡚ࡗ࡞ࡃ㐜ኪ㸪࡛ࡲㄞᰝࡽ࠿ㄯ┦ࡢ✲◊ࡣ࡟ࢇࡉྐ
㸪ࡽ࠿࠸఍ฟ࡞ⓗᧁ⾪ࡢ࡛㌴ࡢࡁ⾜͇ ࢃࡀࡁ࡜ ࡢ͆࠶㸬ࡍࡲࡾ࠾࡚ࡋㅰឤ࡟ᙜᮏ࡟ᙜᮏ
ぢ㸪ࡣໃጼ࡞ᦸ┿࠺࠿ྥ࡟✲◊ࡢࢇࡉᓮᓥ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡗࡢ࡟ㄯ┦࡛㢦➗࡟ᖖ
ࡉ἟ᑠ㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮ࡜࠸ࡓࡾ࡞࡟࠺ࡼࡿࡅ࡙㏆ࡶ࡛ࡋᑡ㸪ࡀࢇࡏࡲࡾ࠶ࡣ࡛ࡢࡶࡿ࠼⩦
࡞࡟ヰୡ࠾࡟ᙜᮏ࡜ࡾࡓ࠸ࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡗ㏦࡛ࡲ㥐࡛㌴㸪ࡾࡓ࠸ࡔࡓ࠸ຊ༠࡟✲◊ࡶ࡟ࢇ
ࡔࡃ࡚ࡋ౪ᥦࢆヰ఍࠸ࡋᴦࡶࡘ࠸㸪ࢇࡉ࢝ࣥ࢖ᮤ㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡾ
ࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ࢆࣥࣃࡾసᡭ࠸ࡋ࠸࠾㸪ࢇࡉᓥᡭ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ࡾࡉ
 
 
ᇼ㸪ࡓࡲ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ࡾࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡗఏᡭᮏ〇㸪⏕ඛᅗ὜ྜྷᣫ࿧ໟ㸬ࡓࡋ
࡝࡞᪉ࡧ㑅ࡢᩥㄽࡸ᪉࠸౑ࡢSSPS ࡟⚾ࡓࡗ࠿࡞ࡽ࠿ࢃࡶఱ࡟ึ᭱㸪ࡣ࡟ࢇࡉᏊ᫂ෆ
ᒸ⚟࣭⌧ࡓࢀࡉᴗ༞㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡾ࡞࡟ヰୡ࠾࡟ᙜᮏ㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚࠼ᩍࡃࡋࡉࡸࢆ
࠸࡚࠼ᩍࡃࡋࡉࡸࡶࡘ࠸࡝࡞࡜ࡇࡢࣥ࢖ࢨࢹ✲◊,࡜ࡇࡢィ⤫ࡣ࡟⏕ඛᑑ▼‶ࡢᏛ኱
㸪ࡣ࡟⏕ඛኴ㞝⃝⸨⋡ࡢᏛ኱ㆤ┳❧ᅜ࣭⌧㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ
ࡲ࠸࡚ࡋㅰឤ㸪࡜ࡇࡓࡋࡲࡁ࡛ࡀ✲◊ࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡏࢃ౑ࢆ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉࡓ࠸ࡔࡓ࠸᱌⪃
ࡃࡔࡓ࠸࡚࠼ᩍ࡝࡞ࡉ㏿ࡢ⌮ฎࡢ஦≀㸪ໃጼ࠺࠿ྥ࡟ᦸ┿࡟✲◊㸪ࢇࡉἋ⨾ᑿ㣤㸬ࡍ
࡚ࡋ㓄ᚰࡶࡘ࠸ࢆ⚾࠸࡞ࡁ࡛ࡀ࡜ࡇࡿࡍᡂసࢆᩥㄽኈ༤࠿࡞࠿࡞㸬ࡓࡋ࡛ࡾ࠿ࡤ࡜ࡇ
᭷㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡍࡲࡋㅰឤࢆ࡜ࡇࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡋࡲບ㸪ࡾࡉࡔࡃ
ᗣሙ๓ࡓࡗࡔ⏕⣭ྠ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ࡾࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡋ㓄ᚰࡶࡘ࠸ࡶࢇࡉᕫ┤⏣
✲◊㸪ࡶࢇࡉ⨾┿ᮧୖ㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡋࡲບࡶ࡟ࢇࡉ௓
㸪ศࡓ࠸࡚ࡋ⡠ᅾࡃ㛗㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡋࢆṇᰯࡸㄯ┦ࡢ
 㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ᛮࡃࡋᎰ㸪࠼఍ฟ࡜ࠎ᪉ࡢࡃከ
ᚚ࡚ࡋࡲ࠸ࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡋゎ⌮ࢆ✲◊㸪ᵝᏊ᫂ᮌ㕥㸪ᵝ㞝୍▼ⓑࡢࢫ࢚࣮ࣥ࢜♫఍ᘧᰴ
࠸ࡥࡗ࠸࡛ࡕᣢẼࡢㅰឤ࠸࡞ୖࡢࡇ㸪࡜ࡇࡓࡋࡲࡅࡔࡓ࠸࡚ࡋ⏝౑ࢆ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉ࡛♫
ࡢࢺ࢖ࢧ࢖࢔㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ຊ༠ධ௓ࡢᵝⓙࡢဨ♫௚㸪ᵝᶞ┤஭ᯇ㸬ࡍ࡛
࣒࣊ࣥࣟ࢜ඖ㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ࡾࡉࡔࡃ࡚ࡋᡂసࢆ࣒ࣛࢢࣟࣉ㸪ࢇࡉⱱ⏣℈
  㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶ຊ༠✲◊㸪ᵝṊ⚽ᓥ኱ࡢ♫఍ᘧᰴ࢔ࢣࢫࣝ
⿱ྡ᳝㸪ࢇࡉᏊ⚈ᓥᕝ㸪ࢇࡉᏊ⨾⏤ୗ➉㸪ࢇࡉᏊ࿴ཎ᱈࡟≉㸪ே཭ࡢࡃከ㸪࡚ࡋࡑ 
Ꮚಙᒣᮡ㸪ࢇࡉᏊᜨ༓⏣ᡴ㸪ࢇࡉ⨾┤᪉⥴㸪ࢇࡉᏊ᫂ᯘᴯ㸪ࢇࡉᏊ⨾⏤ᓮᒾ㸪ࢇࡉᏊ
  㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸪ࢇࡉᏊᖾỌ㡲ࡢᅜኳ㸪ࢇࡉⱱ᳃኱㸪ࢇࡉ⏨ஂ⸨㰻㸪ࢇࡉ
 㸬ࡍࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡓࡋࡲࡁࡔࡓ࠸࡚࠼ᨭࢆᗣ೺ࡣ࡟ᵝᏊ⌮┾㸪⏕ඛ㞝ಇ⏣ᒣ 
ぶ୧ࡓࢀࡃ࡚࠼ᨭ㸪ࢀࡃ࡚ࡋゎ⌮ࢆ࡜ࡇࡿ㏦ࢆά⏕Ꮫ኱㸪ࡋチࢆࡲࡲࡀࢃ㸪࡟ᚋ᭱
 㸬ࡓࡋࡲ࠸ࡊࡈ࠺࡜ࡀࡾ࠶㸬ࡍࡲࡆୖࡋ⏦ࢆㅰឤ࡞኱ከࡽ࠿ᚰ࡟

